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Summit Norling
Resort & Spa


G A N G TO K


EASTERN HIMALAYAS
LARGEST HOTEL CHAIN


OVER OVER







D E O LO,  KA L I M P O N G


The stone carved exteriors with glistering sound of water flowing is the perfect place to 


unwind after a long tiring day. The peaceful atmosphere will bring back the tranquility 


that was missing from your life. Situated in the Rongey area that is 15 mins drive away from 


MG road, the hotel is the perfect example of a sublime and enriching experience. 27 rooms 


in total with facilities like Global Cuisine Restaurant, Metta Spa, Bar, Gym, Kid Zone and 


Outdoor Playground.


Near Central Jail, Rongey, Gangtok, Sikkim - 737101


Front Office:  +91 80695 75001  |  Reservation No:  +91 83 8887 7888 


NO OF KEYS: 27


ROOMS
WITH BALCONY


KIDS
PLAY AREA


CONVENIENT
PARKING AREA 


MULTI-CUISINE
RESTAURANT


FINEST SPA WITH
CROSS-THERAPY 


INHOUSE
GYM


Deluxe Room with Private Balcony  |  Premium Room with Private Balcony


Chalet with Private Balcony  |  Family Room with Private Balcony


Room Categories







guest reviews


Have a wonderful stayed at summit norling hotel.. restuarent staff 
was so courtesy specially ms sumitra and ms pema ..so beautiful 
view is here so i just recommended you all to stay here at least 
once... and also thank you ms sweta for your good service .... so 


delious food... room was comfortable .. thank you


Akash Rajput


First of all I would like to thank you summit team
for your wonderful hospitality...


we enjoyed beautiful song at night by Ms sumitra and Mr Bhaskar 
thank you everyone surely visiting again here ...


Simi Garg


Really appreciate the facility and hospitality provided to us and 
enjoyed the food here. Thanks to Sumitra and Pema for the very 
good hospitality provided to us. My daughter would also like to 


thank you all for the service.


Rajesh Nair






